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ABSTRACT
We present a mid-infrared spectral-domain optical coherence tomography system operating at 4.1
μm central wavelength with a high axial resolution of 8.6 μm enabled by more than 1 μm bandwidth
from 3.58-4.63 μm produced by a mid-infrared supercontinuum laser. The system produces 2D
cross-sectional images in real-time enabled the high-brightness of the supercontinuum source in
combination with broadband upconversion of the signal to the range 820-865 nm, where a standard
800 nm array spectrometer can be used for fast detection. We discuss the potential applications
within nondestructive testing in highly scattering materials and within biomedical imaging for
achieving the in-vivo optical biopsy.
1. INTRODUCTION
Optical coherence tomography (OCT) has been established as one of the most successful and
significant optical techniques for biophotonics and clinical biomedical imaging, most notably within
the field of ophthalmology but also within dermatology, oncology, and cardiology. OCT has the
ability to perform real-time, non-invasive, and non-contact measurements in reflection, providing 3D
sample visualization in a convenient reflection modality. Rapid advances in light sources, detectors,
and components for the visible and near-infrared spectral region have enabled the development of
advanced functional techniques, high-speed, and high-resolution in vivo imaging, including OCT. In
this regard, OCT fills the gap between ultrasonic imaging and confocal microscopy where OCT can
offer the non-invasive modality of ultrasound without the need for a contact medium, and high
spatial resolution of conventional microscopy without the need for a biopsy. In that sense, OCT is
truly an example of the non-invasive optical biopsy. On the other hand, the greatest limitation of
OCT is its shallow imaging depth, which is dictated by the scattering of light as it passes through
inhomogeneous media. This fundamental property of OCT limits the imaging depth from a few
hundred microns to a few millimeters depending on the tissue composition, optical probing scheme,
and the wavelength of light. Since scattering losses are inversely proportional to the wavelength of
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light relative to the size of the scattering features, it has long been known that the penetration of
OCT would benefit from employing a longer center wavelength. Current state-of-the-art
commercially available OCT systems for e.g. dermatology operate in the 1.3 μm wavelength range,
utilizing the low water absorption, and the maturity of optical fibers and components developed for
telecommunications in this region [1]. At longer wavelengths, light sources and detectors are
significantly less efficient and components are less matured. In addition, water absorption is
generally considered to be too strong for imaging of biological tissue and other aqueous samples in
this region, and even in absence of water many materials may have significant vibrational absorption
bands in this region. Therefore, the combined effect of absorption and scattering on the penetration
depth makes it non-trivial to assess whether a sample would benefit from being imaged at a longer
wavelength.
Few attempts have been made to utilize the vast potential of mid-infrared (mid-IR) OCT, such as the
early proof of concept work of Colley et al. demonstrating the first in-depth reflectivity profiles in
the mid-IR using time-domain OCT. In their work, a single reflectivity profile (A-scan) of a calcium
fluoride window and a topographic image of a gold-palladium coated tissue sample were presented.
These first measurements were based on quantum cascade laser (QCL) emission and cryogenically
cooled mercury cadmium telluride (MCT) detection using a time-domain OCT scheme. With a
center wavelength of 7 µm, Colley et al. achieved a 30 µm axial (depth) resolution with an
acquisition time of 30 min for a single reflectivity profile, which was heavily affected by side lobes
due to the heavily modulated spectral shape. More recently, spectral-domain OCT techniques has
been reported in the mid-IR enabled by broadband supercontinuum (SC) lasers, employing either
pyroelectric array detection [2] or mid- to- near-IR upconversion detection [3], achieving A-scan
rates of 2.5/s and 333.3/s, respectively.
Here, we present results using the mid-IR OCT system reported in [3], as well as initial results using
a modified version of the system based on a galvanometer scanning system.
2. THE SYSTEM
The mid-IR OCT system reported in [3] consists of five modular parts: a custom mid-IR SC source
based on a 1.55 μm master-oscillator power amplifier (MOPA) pump laser and a single-mode
zirconium fluoride fiber, a Michelson interferometer, a translation stage scanning system, an inhouse developed frequency upconversion module, and a silicon CMOS-based array spectrometer.
Each subsystem is connected via optical fiber to ease the coupling and alignment between
subsystems. The mid-IR SC source produces a continuous spectrum from 0.9-4.7 μm and is set to
operate at 1 MHz pulse repetition rate generating 40 mW of average power above 3.5 μm. The
spectral components below 3.5 μm are blocked by a long-pass filter, resulting in 20 mW coupled to
the sample arm of the interferometer. The beam is focused onto the sample using a barium fluoride
lens, and images are acquired by moving the sample using motorized translation stages. The sample
and reference signals are collected in a single-mode indium fluoride fiber and relayed to the
upconversion module for spectral conversion to the near-IR. The upconversion module converts a
broad bandwidth from 3576-4625 nm to down to 820-865 nm in a single pass of the crystal. The
upconverted signal is then coupled to a multi-mode silica fiber and imaged onto the spectrometer to
resolve the spectrum.
2

The axial//lateral resoolution of thee system waas determineed to be appproximatelyy 8.6/15 μm from the
sensitivityy roll-off annd by scanniing a USAF 1951 resoluution test taarget. Using a translation speed of
the fast (hhorizontal) scanning
s
axiis of 3 mm/s, and an inttegration tim
me of 3 ms pper line for maximum
signal, 10000 line scanns were perfformed in 3 s resulting in 9 μm horrizontal sam
mpling resoluution.
Along thee vertical axxis, the resollution was ddetermined bby the step ssize of 10 μm
m used to move
m
the in
the slow sscanning axiis of the stage. The sennsitivity of thhe system w
was approxim
mately 60 ddB.
t case of in-vivo
i
In some ccases it will not be possiible to physsically scan the sample, such as in the
optical bioopsy. To accommodatee this we impplemented a galvanomeeter into thee OCT systeem in order
to scan the beam acrooss the sampple. A schem
matic of the modified seetup is show
wn in Figuree 1b), and a
photograpph of the fullly packagedd, portable 4 μm mid-IR
R OCT system is shownn in Figure 1a).

Figure 1. (aa) Photograph
h of the fully--packaged an
nd portable 4 μm OCT systtem. (b) Scheematic setup ffor the 4 μm
OCT system
m employing a galvanomeeter scanning system.

33. RESULT
TS
Ceramicss – motorized translattion stages
Ceramics are used in wide varietty of militarry, industriaal, and mediccal applications due to their
mics includde blades
mechanical strength/hhardness annd chemical resistance. Common usses for ceram
and ballistic protectioon, brake discs and bearrings, and ddental and boone implantts, respectivvely. Here
wo common biocompatiible ceramiccs, namely alumina
a
(Al2O3) and zirrconia (ZrO2). Figure
we test tw
3

2a) showss a photograaph of three ceramic plaates markedd M300 (sinttered aluminna, 300 μm thickness),
CuL (sinteered aluminna with laserr-engraved features,
f
475 μm thicknness), and Z
Z400 (sintereed zirconia,
375 μm thhickness). Itt has been previously deemonstratedd that the peenetration deepth of 1.7 μ
μm
wavelengtth OCT in alumina
a
is liimited to aroound 300-4550 μm, whille for zirconnia it is apprroximately
1 mm deppending on tthe surface rroughness aand porosityy [4,5]. Figuure 2b) show
ws the resultiing OCT
en-face im
mage when stacking
s
thee plates withh Z400 on toop, CuL in tthe middle ((engravings facing
downwardds), and M3300 on the bottom.
b
The OCT system
m was able to penetratee through firrst the 375
μm zirconnia and thenn 475 μm aluumina to revveal the struuctures at thee bottom. T
The backsidee of the
M300 plaate was not vvisible; how
wever, the “M
M” written oon the surface with a peencil is clearrly seen in
the bottom
m right cornner of the im
mage. Figuree 2c) shows a similar im
mage obtaineed when staacking the
M300 plaate on top annd the Z400 plate on thee bottom. Inn this configguration the 4 μm OCT system wass
able to cappture very cclear imagess through booth the 300 μm and 4755 μm aluminna plates, thus
demonstraating improvved penetraation depth ccompared too previous sttate-of-the-aart. The smooothness off
the imagee in Figure 22c) compareed to Figure 2b) is attribbuted to an iincreased suurface roughhness and
an increassed number of large scaattering centters within tthe zirconia plate.

Figure 2. (aa) Photograph
h of the ceram
mic samples. M300: 300 μm
m thick alum
mina, CuL: 475 μm thick allumina with
laser-engraaved features,, and Z400: 3375 μm thick zzirconia. (b,cc) En-face OC
CT images of laser-engrave
l
ed features
imaged thrrough the Z4000+CuL platees, and the M3300+CuL plaates, respectivvely.

Artificiall skin – galvvanometer scanning
meter scanninng system foor in-vivo opptical biopssy an artificiial 3D skin m
model was
To test thee galvanom
imaged. T
The dry skinn model wass obtained thhrough Univversity Hosppital Muensster and has a threelayer struccture, as shoown in Figuure 3a), mim
micking real human skinn for use in ee.g. skin canncer cell
4

type identtification [6]. Figure 3bb) shows a C
C-scan of ann artificial skkin sample using
u
1.3 μm
m OCT,
while Figuure 3d,f) shows correspponding scanns using thee 4 μm galvaanometer OCT
O
system.. It is clear
from the 4 μm images that the coomplex inneer structure of the sampple is more easily
e
seen aat 4 μm due
to the reduuced scatterring. An exaample of thee cross sectiionl structurre is shown in Figure 3cc,e).

Figure 3. (aa) Illustration
n of the artificcial skin mod
del structure. (b) 3D OCT sscan of a skin
n model usingg 1.3 μm OCT
T
(acquired b
by NKT Photonics). (c,e) C
Cross-sectionaal B-scans of the skin mod
del using 4 μm
m OCT. (d,f) 33D 4 μm
OCT scanss of the skin m
model imaged
d through the top and bottoom, respectivvely.

A major cconcern for bbiomedical imaging is the increaseed water abssorption at llong waveleengths,
which usuually excluddes imaging of living biiological tisssue. Howevver even shaallow imaginng provides
informatioon about strructures thatt are otherw
wise difficultt to assess inn a 2D confo
focal image, and for
instance inn the case oof dermatoloogy the outeer layers of tthe skin connsist of deadd cells and reelatively
dry tissue which com
mbined with the fact thatt skin canceer develops from the surrface of the skin meanss
that mid-IIR OCT couuld still be uuseful for bioological imaaging. Besiddes, the specctral region from 3.64.6 μm is remarkablyy devoid of vvibrational resonances,
r
making it ideal
i
for imaaging using OCT. This
OCT in the fingerprint
principle ccan also be translated too even longger wavelenggths for spectroscopic O
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region, which would represent an extension to the recent demonstration of mid-IR raster scanning
imaging [7].
4. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, real-time spectral-domain OCT imaging in the mid-IR was demonstrated using a SC
source in combination with broadband frequency upconversion covering more than one micron
bandwidth from 3.58 to 4.63 μm. The upconverted signal was measured using a Si-CMOS
spectrometer acquiring data with a line rate of 0.33 kHz, which enabled real-time B-scans at mm2/s
speed, and 3D-scans at mm3/min acquisition rate. Furthermore, a galvanometer-based scanning
system was implemented and tested for applications within e.g. in-vivo optical biopsy and inspection
of bioceramic medical implants.
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